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Time, Travel, and Energy in the Uniform
Dispersion Problem

Michael Amir, Alfred M. Bruckstein

I. INTRODUCTION

Abstract—We investigate the algorithmic problem of uni-
formly dispersing a swarm of robots in an unknown, gridlike
environment. In this setting, our goal is to comprehensively
study the relationships between performance metrics and robot
capabilities. We introduce a formal model comparing disper-
sion algorithms based on makespan, traveled distance, energy
consumption, sensing, communication, and memory. Using this
framework, we classify several uniform dispersion algorithms
according to their capability requirements and performance. We
prove that while makespan and travel can be minimized in all
environments, energy cannot, as long as the swarm’s sensing
range is bounded. In contrast, we show that energy can be
minimized even by simple, “ant-like” robots in synchronous
settings and asymptotically minimized in asynchronous settings,
provided the environment is topologically simply connected. Our
findings offer insights into fundamental limitations that arise
when designing swarm robotics systems for exploring unknown
environments, highlighting the impact of environment’s topology
on the feasibility of energy-efficient dispersion.

In hazardous unknown environments such as collapsed
buildings or leaking chemical factories, the deployment of
human teams for mapping, search and rescue, or data gathering
can be ineffective and dangerous. In recent years, swarm
robotics, which involves the use of numerous simple robots
working together to achieve a common goal, has emerged
as a promising solution for exploring and monitoring such
environments. The promise of swarm robotics is that a large
number of cheap, expendable robots guided by local sensing-
based algorithms and signals can adapt to such environments
on the fly, offering an alternative to human intervention [1, 2].

A notable approach to using swarms for exploration and
monitoring is the concept of ”flooding” or ”uniform disper-
sion” [3–10]. This approach involves gradually deploying a
swarm of small, expendable robotic agents at a fixed en-
try point in the environment and allowing them to explore
and settle until the area is fully covered. By operating au-
tonomously and in parallel, these robots can efficiently gather
crucial data while reducing the risk to human personnel [8].
Potential applications range from search and rescue missions
and environmental monitoring to scientific exploration.

In this work, we study the algorithmic problem the heart
of such an approach: flooding an unknown, discrete grid-like
environment with a swarm of robots that gradually enter from
a source location. This problem, known in the literature as the
uniform dispersion problem, was formally posed by Hsiang et
al. [3] (building on the earlier work of Howard et al. [11])
and has attracted significant attention in the literature–see
“Related Work”. By studying the uniform dispersion problem
in a formal mathematical setting, we can gain insights into

the fundamental trade-offs and limitations of swarm robotics
algorithms, which can inform the design of such systems.

A good uniform dispersion algorithm must try to optimize
one or more key metrics:

1) Makespan: The time it takes for the swarm to fully cover
the environment.

2) Travel: The distance traveled by each robot, which im-
pacts, e.g., wear on the robots.

3) Energy: The energy consumed by each robot during
the exploration process. We formally measure a robot’s
energy use as the amount of time it is active in the
environment. Energy is of primary importance in robotics,
due to battery life and cost considerations.

Since cheap and expendable robots are central to swarm
robotics, in addition to these performance metrics, a good
uniform dispersion algorithm should strive to minimize the
hardware requirements for successful execution, such as sens-
ing range, communication bandwidth (using local signals),
and memory or computation capabilities [12–15]. Optimizing
these metrics and minimizing the required capabilities raises
important questions about the relationships between them:

• What is the connection between minimizing makespan,
energy, and travel? Under what conditions can we mini-
mize all of these metrics simultaneously?

• Given a robot with specific capabilities, which of the
following metrics can it minimize: makespan, total dis-
tance traveled, or energy consumption? How do the
robot’s capabilities influence its ability to optimize these
performance measures?

This work aims to be a comprehensive investigation of
such questions in a uniform dispersion setting. We introduce
a formal model that enables us to compare uniform dispersion
algorithms in terms of three performance metrics: makespan,
travel, and energy, and three capability requirements: sensing,
communication, and persistent state memory (a proxy for the
dispersion strategy’s complexity). Robots with sensing range
V , communication bandwidth B and persistent state memory
S are described as (V,B, S)-robots. Using this framework,
we identify sufficient robot capabilities for minimizing each
performance metric. The results are summarized in Table I.

Our results show that, although there exist uniform dis-
persion algorithms that minimize makespan (a result due to
Hsiang et al. [3]) and travel (our own result) in general
environments, there does not exist an algorithm that minimizes
total energy in general environments, assuming robots do not
know the environment in advance (in other words, (V,∞,∞)-
robots cannot minimize energy for any given, constant V ). In
fact, we prove that even a centralized algorithm with unlimited
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TABLE I: A summary of uniform dispersion results by per-
formance metric and environment type.

Metric Environment Can be minimized by

Makespan General (2, O(1), O(1))-robots
(Hsiang et al. [3])

Travel General (2, 1, O(n logn))-robots

Energy General Cannot minimize assuming constant V

Energy Simply Connected (2, 0, 5)-robots
(2, 1, 5)-robots (Asynchronously)

computational power but without prior knowledge of the envi-
ronment cannot minimize energy (Section III). Informally, this
is because an energy-optimal algorithm necessarily minimizes
both makespan and travel, hence energy necessitates both
deciding quickly and optimal path-finding–two goals in conflict
with each other.

Given the above, we are led to ask whether energy can be
minimized in more restricted types of environments. We show
that a sufficient topological condition is simply-connectedness
[16]. A simply connected environment is one where any closed
loop can be continuously shrunk to a point without leaving
the environment. Informally, this means the environment has
no “holes” or “obstacles” that a loop could get stuck around.
Examples of simply connected environments include convex
shapes like rectangles, as well as more complex shapes
like mazes or building floors, as long as they don’t have
any enclosed holes. We describe an algorithm, “Find-Corner
Depth-First Search” (FCDFS), that minimizes energy in such
environments. FCDFS is an algorithm for (2, 0, 5)-robots,
meaning it requires no communication and has small, constant
sensing range and memory requirements. This makes it exe-
cutable by very simple “ant-like” robots, in contrast with our
impossibility results in non-simply connected environments.

An “ant-like” robot is a robot with small, constant persistent
state memory and sensing range, and no communication
capabilities [17, 18]. Such robots have attracted significant
attention due to their simplicity and robustness, as well as the
interesting algorithmic challenges they pose (see e.g. [19]).
In Appendix A, we show that ant-like robots are “strongly”
decentralized: they are fundamentally incapable of comput-
ing the same decisions as a centralized algorithm (Proposi-
tion A.1). The core idea of FCDFS is maintaining a “geometric
invariant”: the environment must remain simply connected
after a robot settles, blocking part of the environment off.
In other words, it is reliant on robots actively reshaping the
environment to guide other robots. This is an example of
a concept from ant-robotics and biology called “stigmergy”:
indirect communication via the environment [8, 20, 21].

The results we described above all assume a synchronous
setting where robots all activate simultaneously at every time
step, but in real world applications, we expect asynchronicity.
It is thus important to ask whether FCDFS generalizes to
asynchronous settings. We show that it does in Section V,
where we consider an asynchronous setting with random
robot activation times. We show that, asymptotically, an asyn-
chronous variant of FCDFS remains time, travel, and energy-

efficient in this setting. To prove this, we relate FCDFS to
the “Totally Asymmetric Simple Exclusion Process” (TASEP)
in statistical physics, studied extensively in e.g. [22–24]. This
proof technique originally appeared in [7] in the context of
makespan. We adapt the ideas in [7] and extend them to also
bound (maximal individual) energy.

A. Related Work
This work builds upon and significantly develops results

from [15], which introduces the FCDFS algorithm, proving its
energy optimality in a simply-connected, synchronous setting
along with the related impossibility result Proposition III.10.
We contextualize the results of [15] by interpreting them
within our formal model of robot capabilities, which enables
us to compare different uniform dispersion algorithms in a
principled way. Expanding on [15], we prove there exists a
formal distinction between optimizing energy use and distance
travelled by showing that the former is impossible but the
latter is possible in general environments. We introduce an
asynchronous version of FCDFS (“AsynchFCDFS”) and prove
efficient performance guarantees. Additionally, as part of our
formal study of energy, travel, and makespan, we prove results
related to the formal distinction between centralized algo-
rithms, decentralized algorithms, and “strongly” decentralized,
ant-like algorithms - see Section III and Appendix A. Note
that certain definitions differ somewhat between the two papers
(due to our more nuanced model), affecting the way quantities
are expressed in some results.

A large body of work exists on deploying robotic swarms
for covering, exploring, or monitoring unknown environments
[2]. Decentralized approaches are often favored, as they tend
to be more adaptive than centralized control to uncertain
environmental conditions, e.g., [3, 4, 8, 10, 11, 25–28]. Among
these approaches, significant attention has been given to uni-
form dispersion in particular. Foundational work on uniform
dispersion can be traced back to Hsiang et al. [3] and Howard
et al. [11]. Substantial subsequent developments focused on
provably guaranteeing uniform dispersion under conditions
such as asynchronicity, reduced or corrupted memory, myopic
sensing capabilities, and adaptation to sudden robot crashes
[4–8, 29–31]. Works on dispersion and similar problems have
either considered environments as continuous [11, 20, 26, 32]
or discrete environments [29, 33], with our work leaning
towards the latter for its simplicity in representing complex
environments, and due to our focusing on global performance
efficiencies rather than local dynamics.

Energy is a primary constraint in robotics, and consequently,
many works have dealt with predicting, or optimizing energy
use in swarms [21, 34]. Whereas Hsiang et al. focused on
makespan and travelled distance as optimization targets [3],
the first work to consider activity time as a proxy for energy
use in a uniform dispersion context is [15] (whose results
this present work builds upon). Subsequently, in [8, 35],
redundancy - i.e., having more robots than necessary - is
shown to sometimes enable energy savings in a dual-layer
uniform dispersion strategy.

Our investigation of energy-efficient dispersion is grounded
in the concept of co-design, which involves studying what
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kinds of environments can improve robots’ performance in a
given task [36].

To bound the makespan and energy use of an asynchronous
version of our energy-optimal algorithm, we relate it to the
“Totally Asymmetric Simple Exclusion Process” (TASEP) in
statistical physics, studied extensively in e.g. [22–24]. This
process has been used to study traffic flow [37] and biolog-
ical transport [38]. We are particularly interested in what is
known as TASEP with step initial conditions. Two accessible
references on this that have been particularly helpful to us are
Romik, 2015 [39] and Kriecherbauer and Krug, 2020 [40].

II. MODEL

In the uniform dispersion problem, a swarm of autonomous
robots (also called “agents”) A1, A2, . . . are tasked with
completely filling an a priori unknown discrete region R,
attempting to reach a state such that every location in R
contains a robot. We assume R is a subset of size n of
the infinite grid Z2 = Z × Z, and represent its locations
via coordinates (x, y) where x and y are both integers. Two
locations (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) are connected if and only if
the Manhattan distance |x1 − x2|+|y1 − y2| is exactly 1. The
complement of R, denoted Rc, is defined as the subregion
Z2 −R. We call the vertices of Rc walls.

Each robot (or “agent”) is represented as a mobile point
in R. Robots are dispersed over time onto R and move
within it. Robots are identical and anonymous, are initialized
with identical orientation, and use the same local algorithm
to decide their next movements. Collisions are disallowed: a
robot may not move to a location occupied by another robot,
nor may two robots move to the same location simultaneously.

Time is discretized into time steps t = 1, 2, . . .. At the
beginning of every time step, all robots perform a Look-
Compute-Move operation sequence. During the “Look” phase,
robots examine their current environment and any messages
broadcast by other robots in the previous time step. In the
“Compute-Move” phases the robots move to a location com-
puted by their algorithm (or stay in place), and afterwards
broadcast a message if they wish. The beginning of time step t
refers to the configuration of robots before the Look-Compute-
Move sequence of time t, and the end of time step t refers to
the configuration after. We shall say “at time t” for shorthand
when the usage is clear from context.

A unique vertex s in R is designated as the source vertex
(sometimes called the “door” in the literature [30]). If at the
beginning of a time step there is no mobile robot at s, a new
robot emerges at s at the end of that time step. We label the
emerging robots A1, A2, A3, . . . in order of their arrival, such
that Ai is the ith robot to emerge from s.

All robots are initially active, and eventually settles. Settled
robots never move from their current position. In other words,
a robot “settles” after it arrives at its final, desired location. A
robot may not move and settle in the same time step.

We wish to study warms of autonomous robots whose
goal is to attain uniform dispersion while minimizing three
performance metrics: makespan, travel, and energy.

Definition II.1. The makespan of an algorithm ALG over R,
denoted M, is the first time step t such that at the end of t,
every location contains a settled robot.

Definition II.2. Assuming the robots act according to an
algorithm ALG, let Ti be the number of times Ai moves. The
total travel of ALG over R is defined as Ttotal =

∑n
i=1 Ti.

The maximal individual travel is Tmax = max1≤i≤n Ti.

Whereas travel measures the distance a robot has moved
since its arrival, energy measures the amount of time during
which it was active and consumed energy. Hence, a robot’s
energy use continues increasing even when when it stays put,
as long as it isn’t settled:

Definition II.3. Assuming the robots act according to an
algorithm ALG, let tstarti be the time step Ai arrives at s, and
let tendi be the time step Ai settles. We define the energy use
of Ai to be Ei = tendi − tstarti . The total energy of ALG over
R is defined as Etotal =

∑n
i=1 Ei. The maximal individual

energy use is Emax = max1≤i≤n Ei.

Robot capabilities: We are interested in studying au-
tonomous robots with limited visibility that do not know their
environment in advance. Primarily, we are interested in simple
robots that have highly limited sensing, computation, and local
signaling capabilities (as well as robots that cannot communi-
cate at all). By “local signalling” we mean that each robot can
broadcast a local visual or auditory signal by physical means,
for example by emitting lights or sounds, which is received
by all robots that sense it, and those robots can identify the
robot that sent the message. This communication scheme is
distinct from, e.g., radio communication. Let us parametrize
the robots’ capabilities as follows:

1) Visibility range (V ). A robot located at p = (x, y) senses
locations of Z2 at Manhattan distance V or less from p.
The robot knows the position relative to p of every vertex
of p′ ∈ Z2 it senses (i.e., it knows p′−p). We assume the
robot can tell whether p′ is s and whether p′ contains an
obstacle (i.e., another robot or a wall). However, it cannot
tell from sensing alone whether an obstacle is a wall, a
settled robot, or an active robot.

2) Communication bandwidth (B). Each robot can broad-
cast a binary string of length B to all robots that sense
it. When B = 0, robots cannot broadcast.

3) Persistent state memory (S). Each robot has a state
memory of S bits that persists from time step to time
step (meaning at a given time t each robot can be in any
of 2S states).

Note that persistent state memory is distinct from memory
use during a given time step. In swarm robotics, persistent
state memory is often a metric of interest, because it is seen
as an indirect measure of the swarm strategy’s complexity and
ability to recover from errors [5, 30, 41]. We do not consider
other types of memory use in this work.

With the above capability measures in mind, we can
characterize a robot’s capabilities by a 3-tuple (V,B, S). A
“powerful” robot might have very large V , B, or S, whereas a
simple robot has small V , B, and S. The parameters V , B and
S determine the possible algorithms robots can run. A central
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goal of ours is to study what algorithms become available to
the designer of the swarm as we increase the values V , B or S.
When can increasing these parameters improve the quality of
the robots’ dispersion strategy, by enabling them to minimize
a given performance metric?

Definition II.4. An (v, b, s)-robot is a robot with capabilities
V = v, B = b, S = s. A (v, b, s)-algorithm is an algorithm
that can be executed by (v, b, s)-robots.

III. COMPARING MAKESPAN, TRAVEL, AND ENERGY

The central topic of our work is the relationship between
agent capabilities and the agents’ ability to complete uniform
dispersion while optimizing makespan, travel, or energy. The
agent model we presented in Section II enables us to formally
study uniform dispersion algorithms from these lens. In this
section, we show how makespan and travel relate to energy,
and study the ability of various types of agents to optimize
these performance metrics.

We are mainly interested in the question of how well
decentralized (V,B, S)-robots can perform compared to “om-
niscient” (∞,∞,∞)-robots, i.e., robots that have full knowl-
edge of the environment in advance and unlimited capabilities
(this can be thought of as the optimal “offline” solution). To
this end, let us define the performance omniscient robots can
attain over an environment R:

Definition III.1. For a given grid environment R with source
s, denote by E∗

total the lowest possible total energy consumed
by any (∞,∞,∞)-algorithm that successfully attains uniform
dispersion mission in R. Similarly define E∗

max, T ∗
total, T

∗
max

and M∗.

Let dist(·, ·) be the distance between two vertices in R. We
start our analysis with the following observation:

Observation III.2. Let R be an environment with n locations
v1, v2, . . . vn and source s. For any algorithm,

1) Etotal − n ≥ Ttotal ≥
∑n

i=1 dist(s, vi)
2) Emax − 1 ≥ Tmax ≥ max1≤i≤n dist(s, vi)
3) M≥ 2n

Proof. Etotal − n ≥ Ttotal is true because for all i, Ei

increases whenever Ai moves, and Ai spends one time
step in which it does not move becoming settled. Ttotal ≥∑n

i=1 dist(s, vi) because every vi must be reached by some
robot that arrived at s. By similar reasoning Emax − 1 ≥
Tmax ≥ max1≤i≤n dist(s, vi). Furthermore, M ≥ 2n, since
we require n robots to settle in all vertices, and new robots can
only arrive at s in time steps where s is unoccupied, meaning
it takes at least 2n − 1 timesteps for n robots to arrive, and
an extra time step for the final arrived robot to settle.

Proposition III.3. Let R be an environment with n locations
v1, v2, . . . vn and source s. Then:

1) E∗
total − n = T ∗

total =
∑n

i=1 dist(s, vi)
2) E∗

max − 1 = T ∗
max = max1≤i≤n dist(s, vi)

3) M∗ = 2n

Furthermore, these best values are all simultaneously ob-
tained by the same (∞, 0, 0)-algorithm1.

Proof. Let R(t) be the initial environment R after removing
every vertex that is occupied by a settled robot at time t. The
algorithm is simply this: at every time step, each robot takes
a step that increases its distance from s in R(t). If there are
multiple steps it can take to attain this, it picks the first one in
clockwise order. If the robot cannot take any steps to increase
its distance from s, it settles. We shall show that this algorithm
optimizes all makespan, travel, and energy metrics.

First, note that when enacting this algorithm, two active
robots Ai, Ai−1 are always at distance 2 or more from each
other. This is because (by the way agent entrances are handled
in our formal model) they must have arrived at least two
time steps apart, and Ai has been increasing its distance from
s with each of its steps. Consequently, active robots never
block each others’ paths. It stems from this that the lowest-
index active robot Ai will eventually settle in some vertex
v ∈ R(t) that has no neighbors in R(t), v′ ∈ R(t) such
that dist(s, v′) > dist(s, v). This implies that for any vertex
u ∈ R(t), the distance from s to u in R(t) is necessarily the
same as in R. Hence Ai arrives at v having taken a shortest
path in R.

Since, by the above, every robot takes a shortest path to
its settling location without breaks, the algorithm’s total travel
is

∑n
i=1 dist(s, vi), its total energy is n +

∑n
i=1 dist(s, vi),

its maximal travel is max1≤i≤n dist(s, vi), and its maximal
energy is 1 + max1≤i≤n dist(s, vi).

Also by the above, an unsettled agent remains at s for
precisely one time step, hence a new agent enters s every
two time steps. Hence, after 2n− 1 time steps, R contains n
robots, the last of whom settles at time step 2n, i.e.,M∗ = 2n.
This concludes the proof.

Proposition III.3 shows that robots with complete sensing
(or prior knowledge) of the environment can match the lower
bounds in Observation III.2, and therefore E∗

total, E∗
max,

T ∗
total, T

∗
max and M∗ are explicitly known for any environ-

ment R. We will call an algorithm optimal with respect to
some performance metric if it matches, when executed over
any graph R, the value in Proposition III.3 for that respective
parameter.

Note that an Emax-optimal algorithm is necessarily Tmax-
optimal, and an Etotal-optimal algorithm is necessarily Ttotal-
optimal. The reverse is not true, because in some algorithms,
a robot might stop in place for several time steps despite
not being settled. We compare the difficulty of minimizing
energy to minimizing travel or makespan in Propositions III.4,
III.5, and III.10. Taken together, these results say that there
exist swarm-robotic algorithms that minimize makespan and
travel, but no such algorithm exists for minimizing energy.
This shows that minimizing energy is fundamentally harder
than minimizing travel or makespan.

Proposition III.4. There is a (2,O(1),O(1))-algorithm that
obtains M =M∗ in any environment. [3]

1Or, equivalently, an algorithm that requires visibility equal to the current
environment’s diameter.
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Proof. (Sketch.) This result is due to Hsiang et al. [3]. In [3],
it is shown an algorithm called ‘Depth-First Leader-Follower”
(DFLF) obtains 2n makespan2. We briefly sketch the main
ideas here.

DFLF operates as follows: by default, each robot Ai+1

chases its predecessor Ai by taking a step along the shortest
path to it. The first robot A1 is designated as a ‘leader-
explorer’ and attempts, at every time step, to move to an
unexplored location (it keeps track of these locations with
finite memory by exploiting the property that already-explored
location either contains a robot Ai, or will contain one in
the next time step). When A1 cannot move to an unexplored
location it settles, and A2 becomes the new leader-explorer,
and so on. This results in the robots exploring R via the edges
of an implicit spanning tree, and the analysis of [3] shows this
algorithm obtains 2n makespan.3

Proposition III.5. There is a (2, 1,O(n log n))-algorithm that
obtains Ttotal = T ∗

total and Tmax = T ∗
max in any environment

consisting of n locations or less.

Before proving Proposition III.5, we shall prove a more
general claim. A centralized algorithm is an algorithm where
a central computer sees, simultaneously, what all the robots
in the environment see, and issues commands simultaneously
to all of them at the beginning of each time step. If the
robots have sensing range V , such an algorithm can see any
location that is at distance V or less from any robot in the
swarm, and control the movements of the robots based on this
information. By definition, centralized algorithms require no
communication, so they can be parametrized by the visibility
V of the robots they control, and the number of persistent state
memory bits S that they maintain between time steps.

We wish to show that under certain conditions, decentralized
robots can simulate centralized algorithms. For example, let
us observe that when the sensing range V is large, centralized
algorithms can easily be simulated:

Observation III.6. Let ALG be a centralized algorithm re-
quiring SR persistent state memory and visibility V to run over
an environment R of diameter D (i.e., the distance between any
two locations in R is at most D). Then ALG can be simulated
in R by decentralized (D, 0,SR)-robots.

Proof. When robots see the entire region (i.e., V = D), they
all have access to the same information and can simulate ALG
independently.

Observation III.6 says that when robots’ sensing range V
is large enough, any centralized algorithm can be simulated
by a decentralized algorithm. Let us now show that when
the robots’ memory capacity S is large enough, decentralized
robots can simulate a large class of centralized algorithms at
the cost of some multiplicative delay in execution time, even
when visibility and communication are heavily restricted.

2The original paper [3] shows 2n − 1 makespan, but does not consider
settling as a distinct action requiring another timestep.

3In [3], DFLF is implemented for finite-automata, anonymized robots with
local point-to-point communication. However, their implementation can easily
be converted to fit our broadcast communication model as well.

Definition III.7. If robots executing an algorithm ALG only
move during time steps that are multiples of ∆, ALG is said
to have delay ∆.

Definition III.7 helps us capture the idea of a decentralized
algorithm simulating a centralized one at the cost of some
multiplicative delay ∆ in execution time. Any centralized
algorithm ALG can be slowed down into a ∆-delay algorithm
ALG’ by simply waiting ∆ − 1 time steps between each
movement command that ALG issues. If a decentralized
algorithm simulates ALG’, meaning that at any time step t, the
decentralized algorithm and ALG’ move robots to the exact
same positions, we say that it simulates ALG at delay ∆.

Definition III.8. Given a swarm of robots executing some
(centralized or decentralized) algorithm ALG over an envi-
ronment R, we define GV

t to be a graph whose vertices are
all robots that have entered the environment at time t or before
and where there is an edge between every two robots Ai, Aj

whose distance to each other is at most V . GV
t is called the

V -visibility graph at time t.
An algorithm ALG is called V -visibility preserving over an

environment R if GV
t is connected at every time step t.

Proposition III.9. Let R be a region consisting of n locations.
Let ALG be any centralized V -visibility preserving algorithm
that requires SR bits of memory and visibility V when executed
over R. Then ALG can be simulated by a decentralized
(V, 1,O(n log n) + log∆ + SR)-algorithm at delay ∆ for
some ∆ ≥ CV n log n where C is a sufficiently large constant
independent of R and ALG.

Proof. We describe a decentralized (V, 1,O(n log n)+log∆+
SR)-algorithm simulating ALG at delay ∆.

Let ALG’ be the ∆-delay version of ALG. Our robots
will operate in phases, each consisting of ∆ time steps. The
location of a robot A during the entirety of phase i will
correspond exactly to its location at the end of time step ∆i
of ALG’.

Defining s to be located at (0, 0), the algorithm has robots
keep track of the (x, y) coordinates of themselves and of other
robots’ positions, as well as the coordinates of obstacles. It
works as follows: whenever a robot enters a new phase, it
spends O(V log n) time steps broadcasting a “status message”
containing its location, and the coordinates of any previously
unreported obstacles it sees. The message requires O(V log n)
bits because the perimeter of the set of visible locations for
each robot consists of at most 4V locations, and we report
log n bits per coordinate. Any robot that receives a reported
robot or obstacle position then broadcasts it to its neighbours
(once per position).

By this propagation process, assuming the visibility graph
GV

t remains connected, every robot learns the positions of all
the other robots during the current phase, and any new obstacle
they see, upon receiving at most n−1 status update messages.
It receives this information during every phase. Hence, by
taking into account the robots’ visibility range V and remem-
bering also previously-reported obstacle coordinates, it can
know what every robot currently sees. This means it knows
everything ALG’ sees at any given time step. Since every
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robot also has the memory capacity required to execute ALG’
(SR), it can simulate its next step according to ALG’. At every
time step, each robot maintains an internal counter. When this
counter reaches ∆, the robot moves according to ALG’, resets
the counter to 0, updates its phase, and begins entire process
anew. Robots only keep track of the parity (even or odd) of
their phase, to save memory.

Since there are at most n messages of length O(V log n)
that need to be propagated, and every robot can transmit
one bit per time step, each phase takes at most O(V n log n)
time steps. Hence, assuming delay ∆ ≥ C · V n log n for a
sufficiently large constant C, the decentralized robots have
sufficient time to receive all messages, and they simultaneously
simulate the next step of ALG when the counter reaches ∆.

Keeping track of the counter requires log∆ bits. Keeping
track of robot and obstacle coordinates requires O(n log n)
bits. In total, we require O(n log n) + log∆ + SR bits of
memory.

Proposition III.9 says that robots with extra memory can
simulate any V -visibility preserving centralized algorithm,
assuming we also slow the algorithm down by a factor of
∆ = O(V n log n) (we suspect that this result can be optimized
to require smaller ∆, but we do not pursue this here). Note
that the class of V -visibility preserving algorithms is quite
expressive: for example, it includes the uniform dispersion
algorithms of Hsiang et al. and others [3, 5, 6], and the uniform
dispersion algorithms presented in this work.

Let us now prove Proposition III.5.

Proof. Let us first describe a centralized algorithm that min-
imizes travel. The algorithm operates in phases. At each
phase it continues expanding a BFS tree of the environment.
Specifically, Let T (i) be the set of nodes belonging to the tree
at phase i. At the beginning of phase i, there is a robot at every
node of T (i). T (1) contains only the source vertex, s. T (i)
contains all nodes at distance i from s. T (i + 1) is obtained
by sending a robot to each location at distance i+ 1 from s,
thereby adding nodes and edges to the tree (the centralized
algorithm sees and can compute these locations due to having
a robot at every location at distance i from s), and also a
robot to each location in T (i) that is left empty by its robot
leaving it. The robots strictly traverse using only the edges
of the BFS tree, hence always take shortest paths to their
location (note that this may force a robot to wait in place
for several time steps while waiting for a robot to leave the
tree node it wishes to move to). Hence, this algorithm obtains
optimal travel: the sum total of movements made by the robots
is T ∗

total =
∑n

i=1 dist(s, vi) and the maximal individual travel
is T ∗

max = max1≤i≤n dist(s, vi).
This is a 2-visibility preserving centralized algorithm re-

quiring O(n log n) memory, as at each phase we need to store
in memory at most n−1 edges representing the tree, and each
edge connects two locations whose coordinates can be stored
using O(log n) bits (setting s as (0, 0)). By Proposition III.9,
a decentralized (2, 1,O(n log n))-algorithm therefore exists
simulating a ∆ = O(n log n)-delay version of it.

Propositions III.4 and III.5 establish that decentralized
swarm-robotic algorithms exist minimizing makespan and
travel in all environments. These algorithms assume constant
sensing range V and communication bandwidth B, and either
constant memory capacity S (Proposition III.4) or memory
capacity that scales with the size of the environment (Propo-
sition III.5). Let us now show that, as long as the robots’
sensing range is finite, no algorithm exists for minimizing
energy in all environments, irrespective of memory capacity
and communication bandwidth. In fact, we shall prove that
even a centralized algorithm does not exist for minimizing
energy:

Proposition III.10. Assuming robots’ sensing range V is
finite, no centralized algorithm for uniform dispersion is
Etotal-optimal in all environments.

The proof relies on the construction of a set of environ-
ments. Given any algorithm for minimizing energy, ALG, we
shall prove it is sub-optimal in at least one environment in the
set.

The environment G(k, r) is depicted in Figure 1. It connects
10r columns of width 1. Adjacent columns are spaced 2r cells
apart. The bottom row is connected to all the columns, and has
length 20r2. All columns but the 1st and kth columns have
height 30r2. The 1st and kth columns have height 30r2 + 1,
and are connected to the top row, as seen in the Figure. The
source, s, is assumed to be at the bottom left.

Fig. 1: Sketch of the environment G(k, r) (not drawn to scale).

With this construction in mind, let us prove Proposi-
tion III.10.

Proof. Assume for contradiction that ALG is a uniform dis-
persion algorithm that is total energy-optimal in all environ-
ments. We study the actions of ALG over the environment
G(k, V ). We shall show that there exists 1 ≤ k ≤ 10V for
which ALG is sub-optimal over G(k, V ), or some rotation
and reflection of G(k, V ).

At time t = 0, A1 can move either up or right. Since any
distinct feature of G(k, V ) is at least at distance V + 1 from
A1, these directions are indistinguishable to A1. Hence, we
can assume w.l.o.g. that ALG makes A1 take a step up (if it
steps right, we simply rotate and reflect G(k, V )).
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By assumption, the energy use of ALG over G(k, V ) is
E∗

total = n +
∑

v∈G(k,V ) dist(s, v). This assumption implies
that every robot travels a shortest path to wherever it eventually
settles, without rests. In particular, A1 must be active for pre-
cisely dist(A1, v1) + 1 time steps, where v1 is the destination
at which A1 chooses to settle.

We make several observations:

1) Once A1 stepped up, it has committed to stepping up
and right until reaching v1, as staying in place or going
in a third direction causes its path to v1 to be longer than
dist(s, v1) steps, causing the total energy use of ALG to
be greater than E∗

total–a contradiction.
2) v1 cannot be a vertex in the first column or in the top

row except the top vertex of column k or one vertex
to its left, as should v1 not equal these, settling there
would block off the path to parts of the top row via the
first column, and force other robots to travel these parts
through column k. This is sub-optimal, and will cause the
total energy to increase beyond E∗

total–a contradiction.
3) v1 cannot be any vertex in the kth column other than the

top of the kth column, as this would require A1 to step
downwards.

(*) From (1)-(3) we conclude that v1 must equal precisely
the top vertex of the kth column or one vertex to its left.

Let T = 30V 2 +2 be the time step at the end of which A1

reaches the top row. Since ALG is energy-optimal, no robot
can stay at s for more than one time step, so by the time A1

reaches the top row, there will be 4V robots in G(k, V ) that
have been around for at least T − 8V − 2 time steps (energy
optimality forces robots to always move away from s, so a
new robot must emerge at s once per two time steps). Each of
these 4V robots must have already entered one of the columns
or settled, since they travel optimal paths to their destination,
and the total length of the bottom row is 20V 2 < T −8V −2.

Note that at and before time T , none of the top vertices of
the other columns have been seen, so ALG must follow the
course of action outlined above independent of k. Note further
that as there are 10V columns, there must exist a column,
column k∗, that none of the robots A1, . . . , A4V have entered.
Let us set k = k∗. We shall show that ALG must act sub-
optimally in G(k∗, V ).

When A1 reaches v1, the above indicates that any other
robot currently present in the k∗th column (if there are any)
emerged at s at least 2 · 4V time steps after A1. Therefore it
is at distance at least 8V from A1, meaning that there is a
segment of 6V vertices in column k∗ that no robot has seen
yet. This indicates that ALG must make the same decision for
A1 whether these vertices exist or not. However, if any one of
these vertices does not exist, then column k∗ is not connected
to the top row, indicating that A1 cannot settle at the top of
the k∗th column or to its left, else it will block off part of the
environment. We arrived at a contradiction to (*).

By adding more columns to the G(k, r) construction and
increasing the height of the columns, we can force A1 to go
down more and more steps, causing the difference between
E∗

total and the total energy use of ALG to be arbitrarily large.

Our argument does not exclude the possibility of an al-
gorithm that is Emax-optimal, and we do not know if such
an algorithm exists. We leave this as an open problem for
interested readers.

IV. MINIMIZING ENERGY IN SIMPLY CONNECTED
REGIONS

We’ve shown that no swarm algorithm exists that optimizes
energy in every environment, regardless of the robots’ ca-
pabilities. In this section, we will show that it is possible
to minimize energy in a large class of environments called
“simply connected” environments:

Definition IV.1. A environment R is said to be simply con-
nected if R is connected and Rc is connected (i.e., there is a
path between any two vertices in Rc consisting only of vertices
in Rc).

Equivalently, R is simply connected if and only if it contains
no “holes”: any path v1v2 . . . v1 of vertices in R that forms a
closed curve does not surround any vertices of Rc.

Surprisingly, not only can we minimize energy in sim-
ply connected environments, we can do so with a (2, 0, 5)-
algorithm. Such an algorithm can be considered a “strongly
decentralized”, ant-like algorithm, i.e., an algorithm requir-
ing no communication, and small, constant visibility range
and persistent state memory, to run in its target class of
environments (in this case, simply connected environments).
We elaborate on the claim that such algorithms are strongly
decentralized in Appendix A. The main result of this section is
an algorithm for (2, 0, 5)-robots, called “Find-Corner Depth-
First Search” (FCDFS), that enables the robots to disperse over
any simply-connected region R while being energy-, travel-
and makespan-optimal:

Proposition IV.2. FCDFS is an Etotal, Emax, Ttotal, Tmax,
and M-optimal (2, 0, 5)-algorithm for uniform dispersion in
simply connected environments.

FCDFS ensures that the path of a robot from s to its eventual
destination (the vertex at which it settles) is a shortest path in
R. The idea of the algorithm lies in the distinction between a
corner and a hall (see Figure 2 and Figure 3):

Definition IV.3. A vertex v of a grid environment R is called
a corner if either:
(a) v has one or zero neighbours in R, or
(b) v has precisely two neighbours u and u′ in R, and u and

u′ have a common neighbour w that is distinct from v.

Definition IV.4. A vertex v of R is called a hall if it has
precisely two neighbours u and u′, and u and u′ are both
adjacent to the same vertex w in Rc.

Essentially, halls are vertices in R that are blocked by walls
on two sides, and have an additional wall w diagonal to them.
Corners are either dead-ends, or vertices in R that are blocked
by walls on two sides, and have a vertex w of R diagonal to
them. If v is either a hall or a corner, w is called the “diagonal”
of v, and is denoted diag(v). We observe that diagonals are
uniquely specified.
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Fig. 2: Possible corners. White vertices are locations in R, and
blue vertices are walls, i.e., vertices in Rc.

Fig. 3: A hall.

Robots executing FCDFS attempt to move only in ‘primary’
and ‘secondary’ directions, where the secondary direction is
always a 90-degree clockwise rotation of the primary direction
(for example ”up and right”, ”right and down”, or ”down and
left”). They may only change their primary direction once they
arrive at a hall (Figure 4, Figure 5), and they settle once both
their primary and secondary directions are blocked and they
are at a corner.

Fig. 4: A snapshot from an example run of FCDFS. s is the
green circle, black arrows are active robots, black “dots” are
settled robots, the blue region is Rc and the white region is
R. The primary direction of each robot is indicated by the
direction the arrow representing it is facing. Red arrows point
to some of the halls.

As in Proposition III.3, let R(t) be the initial environment R
after removing every vertex that is occupied by a settled robot
at time t. A robot running FCDFS at time t is searching for
the corners and halls of R(t). However, since we assume no
communication capabilities, robots are unable to distinguish
between active robots, and walls or settled robots. Hence, it is

Fig. 5: Snapshots from a simulation of FCDFS. Rather than
block active robots, the settled robots form halls to enable the
swarm to explore more of the environment.

important to design FCDFS so that a robot never misidentifies
a corner of R(t) as a hall due to an active robot (rather than
a wall or a settled robot) occupying the diagonal and being
identified as an obstacle. For this purpose we enable our robots
to remember their two previous locations. We will show that
an active robot can occupy the diagonal of a corner at time t
if and only if its predecessor occupied this diagonal at time
t−2, thereby allowing the predecessor to distinguish between
’real’ and ’fake’ halls.

Pseudo-code for FCDFS is given in Algorithm 1. The code
outlines the Compute step of the Look-Compute-Move cycle.
Note that since our robots operate in Look-Compute-Move
cycles, when the pseudocode says “step,” we mean that this is
the step the robot will take during the Move phase, and not a
movement that occurs during computation. In Algorithm 1, we
denote by prev(A) the position of a robot A at the beginning
of the previous time step, and by next(A) its position at
the beginning of the next time step. Appendix B shows how
FCDFS can be implemented using 5 bits of persistent state
memory (see Algorithm 3).

A. Analysis

In this section we analyze the FCDFS algorithm and prove
its optimality.

Lemma IV.5. Let c be a corner of a simply connected region
R. Then:
(a) R−c (the region R after removing c) is simply connected.
(b) For any two vertices u, v in R− c, the distance between

u and v is the same as in R.

Proof. Removing c does not affect connectedness, nor does it
affect the distance from u to v, as any path going through c
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Algorithm 1 Find-Corner Depth-First Search (local rule for
active robots)

Let v be the current location of A.
if all neighboring vertices of v are occupied then

Settle.
else if A has never moved then ▷ Initialization

Search clockwise, starting from the ”up” direction, for
an unoccupied vertex, and set primary direction to point to
that vertex.
end if
if A can move in its primary direction then

Step in the primary direction.
else if A can step in secondary direction then

Step in the secondary direction.
else ▷ We are at a corner or a hall.

if Three neighboring vertices of v are occupied then
Settle. ▷ Corner with three walls.

else if prev(prev(A)) = diag(v) or diag(v) is unoc-
cupied then

Settle.
else ▷ We think we are at a hall.

Set primary direction to point to the neighbour of v
different from prev(A).

Move in the primary direction.
end if

end if

can instead go through diag(c). Further, as c is adjacent to
two walls, no path in R − c can surround it, so R − c also
remains simply connected.

An articulation point (also known as a separation or cut
vertex) is a vertex of a graph whose deletion increases the
number of connected components of the graph (i.e. disconnects
the graph) [42].

Lemma IV.6. The halls of a simply connected region are
articulation points.

Proof. Let h be a hall of a simply connected region R.
Suppose for contradiction that h is not an articulation point,
and let u and u′ be the neighbours of h. Then there is a path
from u to u′ that does not pass through h. Let P be this path,
and let P ′ be the path from u to u′ that goes through h.

When embedded in the plane in the usual way, R is in
particular a simply connected topological space. The hall h is
embedded onto a unit square, whose four corners each touch
a wall: three touch the two walls adjacent to h, and the fourth
touches diag(h). Joined together to form a closed curve, the
paths P and P ′ form a rectilinear polygon that must contain at
least one corner of h in its interior. Hence, the curve PP ′ in R
contains a part of Rc. This is a contradiction to the assumption
that R is simply connected, as it implies Rc has at least two
disconnected components. (See Figure 6).

Lemma IV.6 indicates that R can be decomposed into a
tree structure T (R) as follows: first, partition R into the dis-
tinct connected components C1, C2, . . . , Cm that result from
the deletion of all halls. Letting the vertices of T (R) each

Fig. 6: The two possibilities for PP ′.

represent one of these components, connect Ci and Cj by an
edge if they are both adjacent to the same hall in R. We set C1

to be the root of the tree, and to be the connected component
containing the door vertex s.

By Lemma IV.5, assuming our robots correctly stop only at
corners, R(t) can in the same manner be decomposed into a
tree T (R(t)) whose vertices represent connected components
C1(t), C2(t), . . .. These components are each a sub-region of
some connected component Ci of R.

In the next several propositions, we make the no fake halls
at time t assumption. This is the assumption that for any t′ < t,
at the end of time step t′: robots can only become settled at
corners of R(t′), and can only change primary directions at
halls of R(t′). We will later show that the “no fake halls”
assumption is always true, so the propositions below hold
unconditionally.

Proposition IV.7. Assuming no fake halls at time t, a robot Ai

active at the beginning of time step t has traveled an optimal
path in R from s to its current position.

Proof. By the assumption, the only robots that became settled
did so at corners. Consequently, by Lemma IV.5, R(t) is a
connected graph, and there is a path in R(t) from s to Ai. The
path Ai took might not be in R(t), but whatever articulation
points (and in particular halls) Ai passed through must still
exist, by definition.

Since Ai is active at the beginning of time t, by the
algorithm, it has taken a step every unit of time up to t. Until
Ai enters its first hall, and between any two halls Ai passes
through, it only moves in its primary and secondary directions.
This implies that the path Ai takes between the halls of R(t)
must be optimal (since it is optimal when embedded onto the
integer grid Z2). We note also that Ai never returns to a hall
h it entered a connected component of R(t) from, since the
(possibly updated) primary direction pulls it away from h.

We conclude that Ai’s path consists of taking locally
optimal paths to traverse the connected components of the tree
T (R(t)) in order of increasing depth. Since in a tree there is
only one path between the root and any vertex, this implies
that Ai’s path to its current location is at least as good as the
optimal path in R(t). By Lemma IV.5, b, this implies that Ai’s
path is optimal in R.

Corollary IV.8. Assuming no fake halls at time t,
(a) For all i < j, the distance between the robots Ai and Aj ,

if they are both active at the beginning of t, is at least
2(j − i)
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(b) No collisions (two robots occupying the same vertex) have
occurred.

Proof. For proof of (a), note that at least two units of time pass
between every arrival of a new robot (since in the first time
step after its arrival, a newly-arrived robot blocks s). Hence,
when Aj arrives, Ai will have walked an optimal path towards
its eventual location at time t, and it will be at a distance of
2(j − i) from s. This distance is never shortened up to time
t, as Ai will keep taking a shortest path.

(b) follows immediately from (a).

Using Corollary IV.8 it is straightforward to show:

Lemma IV.9. Suppose Ai is active at the beginning of time
step t. Assuming no fake halls at time t, next(Ai+1) =
prev(Ai).

Lemma IV.9 also implies that if Ai is active at the beginning
of time step t, then Ai+1 will be active at the beginning of
time step t+ 1.

We can now show that the “no fake halls” assumption is
true, and consequently, the propositions above hold uncondi-
tionally.

Proposition IV.10. For any t, at the end of time step t: robots
only become settled at corners of R(t), and only change
primary directions halls of R(t) (not including the primary
direction decided at initialization).

Proof. The proof of the proposition is by induction. The base
case for t = 1 is trivially true.

Suppose that up to time t− 1, the proposition holds. Note
that this means the “no fake halls” assumption holds up to
time t, so we can apply the lemmas and propositions above
to the algorithm’s configuration at the beginning of time t.

We will show that the proposition statement also holds
at time t. Let Ai be an active robot whose location at the
beginning of t is v. First, consider the case where v = s. The
algorithm only enables Ai to settle at s if it is surrounded by
obstacles at all directions. Any obstacle adjacent to Ai must
be a wall of R(t) (as any active robot must be at a distance at
least 2 from Ai, due to Corollary IV.8). Hence, if Ai settles
at s, s is necessarily a corner, as claimed.

We now assume that v ̸= s. We separate the proof into two
cases:

Case 1: Suppose Ai becomes settled at the end of time step
t. Then by the algorithm, at the beginning of t, Ai detects
obstacles in its primary and secondary directions. These must
be walls of R(t) due to Corollary IV.8, so v is either a corner
or a hall of R(t). If three neighbors of v are occupied then v
is a corner. Otherwise, since Ai settled, we further know that
either diag(v) is empty, or prev(prev(Ai)) = diag(v). In the
former case, v is a corner of R(t). In the latter case, we know
from Lemma IV.9 and from the fact that no collisions occur
that the only obstacle detected at diag(v) is Ai+1, which is
an active robot, so v is again a corner of R(t). In either case
a corner is detected and the agent is settled.

Case 2: Suppose Ai changed directions at the end of time
step t. Then it sees two adjacent obstacles, and an obstacle
at diag(v). As in case 1, we infer that v is either a corner

or a hall. If it is a corner, then diag(v) is an active agent.
By Corollary IV.8, it is either Ai+1 or Ai−1. It cannot be
Ai+1, as then Ai’s position two time steps ago would have
been diag(v), so it would become settled instead of changing
directions. It cannot be Ai−1, as diag(v) is at least as close to
s as v is, and Ai−1 has arrived earlier than Ai, and has been
taking a shortest path to its destination. Hence, diag(v) cannot
be an active agent, and v must be a hall as claimed.

We have shown that the no fake halls assumption is justified
at all times t, hence we can assume that the propositions
introduced in this section hold unconditionally.

Proposition IV.11. Let V be the number of vertices of R. At
the end of time step 2n, every cell is occupied by a settled
robot.

Proof. Propositions IV.7 and IV.10 imply that robots take a
shortest path in R to their destination. That means that as long
as the destination of a robot is not s itself, robots will step
away from s one unit of time after they arrive. Until then, this
means that robots arrive at s at rate one per two time steps.

Every robot’s end-destination is a corner, and by the initial-
ization phase of the algorithm, the destination is never s unless
s is completely surrounded. Since there are no collisions,
there can be at most n robots in R at any given time. By
Lemma IV.5, robots that stop at corners keep R connected.
Furthermore, every R(t) is a rectilinear polygon, so unless it
has exactly one vertex, it necessarily has at least two corners.
This means that the destination of every robot is different from
s unless s is the only unoccupied vertex. Hence, a robot whose
destination is s will only arrive when s is the only unoccupied
vertex, and this will happen when n robots have arrived, that
is, after at most 2n − 1 time steps. After another time step,
this robot settles, giving us a makespan of 2n. This is exact,
since it is impossible to do better than 2n makespan.

Propositions IV.11 and IV.7, alongside the “no fake halls”
proof, complete our analysis. They show that FCDFS has
an optimal makespan of M = M∗ = 2n, and also that
Emax = E∗

max = 1 + maxv∈R dist(s, v) and Etotal =
E∗

total = n +
∑

v∈R dist(s, v), since every robot travels
a shortest path to its destination without stopping. By the
same reasoning, Tmax = T ∗

max = maxv∈R dist(s, v) and
Ttotal = T ∗

total =
∑

v∈R dist(s, v).
In practice, the energy savings of FCDFS are dependent

on the shape of the environment R. We take as a point
of comparison the Depth-First Leader-Follower algorithm of
Hsiang et al. [3], described in Proposition III.4. On a 1-
dimensional path environment of length n, both FCDFS and
DFLF require the same total travel, O(n2), so no improvement
is attained. In contrast, on an n-by-n square grid, DFLF
requires total travel O(n4) in the worst case, and FCDFS
requires O(n3) - significantly less. This is because the DFLF
strategy starting from a corner might cause the leader, A1,
to “spiral” inwards into the grid, covering every one of its
n2 vertices in n2 − 1 moves. The robot Ai will then make
n2 − i moves, for a sum total of O(n4). FCDFS, on the
other hand, distributes the path lengths more uniformly. More
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environments are compared in Section VI. Note that both
algorithms take the exact same amount of time to finish.

Where is it best to place s? If we want to minimize
the total travel, by the formula given above, the best place
to place s is the vertex of R that minimizes the sum of
distances

∑
v∈R dist(s, v) (there may be several). This is the

discrete analogue of the so-called Fermat-Toricelli point, or
the “geometric median” [43].

B. Alternate Optimal Strategies

Fig. 7: Robots navigate according to “left hand on wall” until
a corner is found.

The key idea of FCDFS to maintain a “geometric invariant”:
the environment must remain simply connected after a robot
settles. As long as this invariant is maintained, the underlying
details of the algorithm can vary. For example, a possible
variant of FCDFS that is similarly time- and energy-optimal
is shown in Figure 7 (analysis omitted). Rather than stick to
their secondary and primary directions, robots move using a
“left hand on wall” rule until they hit a corner or a wall.

V. ASYNCHRONOUS FCDFS

In real-world multi-robot systems, each autonomous robot
activates asynchronously, independent of other robots. One
way to introduce asynchronicity into our system is to assume
that at every time step, each robot has only a probability p of
waking up. When a robot wakes up, it performs the same
Look-Compute-Move cycle as before. The source vertex s
wakes up at every time step with probability p, and upon
wake-up inserts a robot into R, assuming no robot is currently
located at s. Since we assume our robots communicate by
light, sound, or other local physical signals, we assume that the
last message broadcast by a robot Ai continues to be broadcast
in subsequent time steps, until Ai broadcasts a new message.
In other words, we assume that as long as Ai is active, it
continuously broadcasts its last message. This is akin to Ai

turning on a light or continuously emitting a sound.
These modifications, leaving everything else in our model

the same (Section II), result in an asynchronous model of
swarms with local signalling. We wish to find a version of
FCDFS that works in this asynchronous setting, and to study
its performance. FCDFS as implemented in Algorithm 1 relies
crucially on the synchronous time scheme to identify halls.
This is primarily because, assuming 0 bits of communication
bandwidth, robots in our model cannot tell the difference

between obstacles (or settled robots) and active robots. In an
asynchronous time scheme, the inability to recognize active
robots can also cause robots to split away from the trail of
robots that tends forms under FCDFS (see Figure 4). Both
these issues can be fixed by enabling the robot executing
FCDFS to detect active robots. This can be done by giving
robots a single bit of communication bandwidth (B = 1) and
having them broadcast ‘1’ as long as they are active, indicating
that they are active robots (in fact, this requires “less” than a
bit of memory, since the robots never need to broadcast ‘0’).
Note that, strictly speaking, such robots are no longer ant-like,
but they still have very low capability requirements.

An asynchronous version of FCDFS incorporating the above
idea is outlined in Algorithm 2. We call this version “Asynch-
FCDFS” and it is a (2, 1, 5)-algorithm.4

Essentially, Algorithm 2 causes every robot to follow the
same path it would under regular FCDFS, by requiring that it
wait in place if an active robot is occupying the direction it
wants to step in, until that active robot frees up space. This
immediately tells us that Algorithm 2 is Ttotal and Tmax-
optimal. Our main goal is thus to analyze the energy and
makespan cost of the “pauses”. Since our robots’ activation
times are now drawn from a random distribution, we will
bound these costs probabilistically.

Studying the interactions of independently activating au-
tonomous particles (in this case, modelling our robots) is
generally considered a difficult and technical problem. Our
key strategy is to side-step the difficulties of analyzing these
interactions from scratch by relating a swarm of robots ex-
ecuting AsynchFCDFS to the “Totally Asymmetric Simple
Exclusion Process” (TASEP) in statistical physics. Our high
level strategy is to use coupling to show that, in the worst
case, AsynchFCDFS behaves similar to what is referred to as
TASEP with step initial conditions, which is nowadays well-
understood [22–24, 37, 38]. The main idea for this approach
comes from [7], in which the makespan of a different (“dual-
layered”) uniform dispersion algorithm is studied using similar
techniques. We generalize the techniques of [7] to study
makespan and energy in our setting.

Define the constant α = 1
2 (1 −

√
1− p). We show the

following bound on makespan:

Proposition V.1. The makespan of AsynchFCDFS over any re-
gion R with n vertices fulfillsM≤ ( 1

α+o(1))n asymptotically
almost surely for n→∞ (i.e., with probability converging to
1 as n grows to infinity).

Setting p = 1 gives M = (2 + o(1))n, asymptotically
matching the synchronous case. Regarding energy consump-
tion, we are able to show:

Proposition V.2. In an execution of AsynchFCDFS over
any region R with n vertices, Emax ≤ 2( 1

α +
o(1))maxv∈R dist(s, v) asymptotically almost surely for n→
∞.

4The 5-bit implementation is similar to the synchronous case (Appendix B).
If we were to optimize, AsynchFCDFS can probably be implemented
with even less memory, by taking further advantage of the added bit of
communication–but we did not test such implementations.
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Algorithm 2 Asynchronous Find-Corner Depth-First Search
(local rule for active robots)

Broadcast “1”. ▷ Inform other robots that you are active.
Let v be the current location of A.
Let vprimary be the closest vertex in the primary direction
of A.
Let vsecondary be the closest vertex in the secondary direc-
tion of A.
if all neighbouring vertices of v contain obstacles that are
not robots broadcasting “1” then

Settle.
else if A has never moved then ▷ Initialization

if a neighbor of v contains a robot broadcasting “1” then
Do nothing this time step.▷ Wait until active robots

move away.
else

Search clockwise, starting from the ”up” direction,
for an unoccupied vertex and set primary direction to point
to that vertex.

end if
end if
if vprimary contains a robot broadcasting “1” then

Do nothing this time step.
else if vprimary is empty then

Step in the primary direction.
else if vsecondary contains a robot broadcasting “1” then

Do nothing this time step.
else if vsecondary is empty then

Step in the secondary direction.
else ▷ We are at a corner or a hall.

if Three neighboring vertices of v contain walls or
settled robots then

Settle. ▷ Corner with three walls.
else if diag(v) is unoccupied or contains a robot broad-

casting “1” then
Settle.

else ▷ We think we are at a hall.
Set primary direction to point to the neighbour of v

different from prev(A).
Move in the primary direction.

end if
end if

We shall also pose the following conjecture, based on a
heuristic argument and numerical simulations:

Conjecture V.3. In an execution of AsynchFCDFS over any
region R with n vertices, Etotal ≤ ( c

α +o(1))
∑n

i=1 dist(s, vi)
asymptotically almost surely for n → ∞ and some constant
c > 0.

Since p/α ≤ 4 and M is bounded below by n/(p− o(1))
asymptotically almost surely (as robots are inserted at rate
p), Proposition V.1 indicates that AsynchFCDFS’s makespan
is asymptotically within a constant factor of optimal perfor-
mance. Similarly, Emax ≥ 1

p−o(1) maxv∈R dist(s, v) a.a.s.
(since robots move at rate p), so Proposition V.2 implies
AsynchFCDFS is asymptotically within a constant factor

of optimal maximal individual energy use. Conjecture V.3
hypothesizes the same is true regarding total energy use.
Hence, we believe AsynchFCDFS to be highly energy- and
makespan-efficient in asynchronous settings, just as FCDFS is
in synchronous settings.

A. Analysis

The execution of (synchronous) FCDFS over a region of
interest R is deterministic, and so we know in advance the
path each robot shall take. Let us define a graph, G(R),
whose nodes are the locations of R and where there is
an edge between two locations vi, vj if at some point a
robot moves from vi to vj during an execution of FCDFS.
Recalling our analysis of FCDFS, it is not difficult to prove
that G(R) is a tree. Although robot wake-up times are random
in our asynchronous model, the ultimate path each robot
follows according to AsynchFCDFS is deterministic - it is
the same path that robot would follow under FCDFS. Hence,
in AsynchFCDFS, too, each robot moves down the edges of
the tree G(R).

To study the makespan of AsynchFCDFS, we use coupling,
drawing on a technique from [7]. Suppose that there is an
infinite collection of agents A1, A2, . . . A∞, such that each
agent Ai wakes up with probability p at every time step t =
0, 1, . . .. We can associate with every agent Ai a list of the
times it wakes up, called Si. Suppose further that we execute
FCDFS over different regions, say R and R′. Let AR

i and AR′

i

be the ith agents to enter R and R′ respectively. We couple
AR

i and AR′

i by assuming that both AR
i and AR′

i ’s wake-up
times are determined by Si. For formal purposes, when AR

i

or AR′

i are not yet inside R, we still consider them to “wake
up” at time steps t ∈ Si. This is a purely “virtual” wake-up:
such robots do and affect nothing upon wake-up. The source
vertices of R and R′ can similarly be coupled.

Let Pn be a “straight path” region consisting of the vertices
{pi | 0 ≤ i < n} where pi = (i, 0) and the source, s, is
located at p0. Furthermore, consider the stochastic process
called TASEP with step initial conditions [24], which consists
of an infinite path region P (∞) = {pi | i ∈ (−∞,∞)}, where
there is no source s but instead the agent Ai is initially located
at p−i. Finally, let R be any region of interest consisting of
n vertices. To study the asymptotic performance of FCDFS
over R, we shall couple the agents over TASEP, Pn and R

(see Figure 8). Let us denote by ATASEP
i , AP (n)

i , AR
i , the ith

agent in each of these coupled processes, respectively.

Fig. 8: Illustration of P (n) and TASEP with step initial
conditions. Black vertices contain agents. Note that TASEP
is infinite and lacks a source vertex.

We require a notion of the distance an agent has travelled
on R and P (n):
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Definition V.4. The depth at time t of an agent AR
i executing

FCDFS over a region R, denoted depthR
i (t), is the number of

times Ai has moved before time t. depthR
i (t) = −1 if Ai has

not entered R by time t, and 0 at time of entry. We similarly
define depth

P (n)
i (t).

Note that any robot that increases its depth is moving down
the tree G(R) from its current location v ∈ G(R) to one of
v’s descendants. Let us prove the following statement:

Lemma V.5. If the agent AR
i is not settled at time t then:

1) A
P (n)
i is not settled at time t, and

2) depthR
i (t) ≥ depth

P (n)
i (t).

Proof. We prove this lemma by induction over t. At t = 0,
statements (1) and (2) are vacuously true. Now suppose we
are at time t + 1, and statements (1) and (2) hold at time t.
Suppose for contradiction that statements (1) or (2) don’t hold
at time t + 1. This means there exists i such that AR

i is not
settled at time t + 1 and either (a) A

P (n)
i is settled at time

t+ 1, or (b) depthR
i (t+ 1) < depth

P (n)
i (t+ 1).

Assume first, for contradiction, that (a) is true and (b) is
not true. By the structure of P (n), AP (n)

i being settled means
that depth

P (n)
i (t) = n − i − 1 and that (if i > 1) all of

vn−i, . . . vn−1 contain the settled robots A
P (n)
1 , . . . A

P (n)
i−1 at

time t. By (1) and (2), this means that AR
1 , . . . A

R
i−1 are settled

at time t. Since AR
i is not settled at time t+1, this must mean

that either it moved and increased its depth since time t, or it
was adjacent a active agent in one of its primary directions
at time t. The latter is impossible, since (by the FCDFS
algorithm) such an agent must have been one of the agents
AR

1 , . . . A
R
i−1. Hence, AR

i must have moved at time t. By our
assumptions, this implies depthR

i (t+1) ≥ depth
P (n)
i (t)+1 =

n−i. But this is impossible, since there are at least i−1 settled
agents in R at time t+1, hence the maximum depth an active
agent can have is n− i− 1. Contradiction.

Next, let us assume for contradiction that (b) is true. By
the inductive assumption, this implies that depth

P (n)
i (t) =

depthR
i (t) and depth

P (n)
i (t+1) = depthR

i (t+1)+ 1, which
can only occur if A

P (n)
i moves at time t and AR

i does
not. AR

i not moving at time t implies (due to the fact it
is moving along the edges of the tree G(R)) that there is
some j < i such that depthR

j (t) = depthR
i (t) + 1. Since

A
P (n)
i does move at time t, by the structure of P (n) we infer

that depth
P (n)
j (t) > depth

P (n)
i (t) + 1. However, again by

(2), at time t we have depthR
j (t) ≥ depth

P (n)
j (t), which

implies depthR
j (t) > depth

P (n)
i (t) + 1 = depthR

i (t) + 1.
Contradiction.

Let xi(t) be the x coordinate of ATASEP
i ’s location at time

t (where the x coordinate of vi ∈ P (∞) is i). It is straightfor-
ward, using coupling and induction as in Lemma V.5, to show
that:

Lemma V.6. If the agent AP (n)
i is not settled at time t then

depth
P (n)
i (t) ≥ xi(t).

Lemma V.6 can also be rephrased as: if depth
P (n)
i (t) <

xi(t) then A
P (n)
i is settled. As a corollary, we infer:

Corollary V.7. If at least n + 1 TASEP agents have non-
negative x coordinate at time t0 then the makespan of FCDFS
over R obeys M≤ t0.

Note that here we are referring to the makespan of FCDFS
over R in given an arbitrary list of wake-up times. The list
of wake-up times is randomly distributed (and so is M), but
Corollary V.7 is true for any such list.

Proof. Suppose for contradiction that some agent AR
i , 1 ≤ i ≤

n, is not settled, but the n+1 agents ATASEP
1 , . . . ATASEP

n have
non-negative x coordinate. By Lemma V.5 we infer that AP (n)

i

is not settled, and by Lemma V.5 we infer depth
P (n)
i (t) ≥

xi(t). However, the maximum possible depth of AP (n)
i is n−i,

whereas xi(t) is at least n−i+1, since at least n−i+1 agents
are located to its left and to the right of v0. Contradiction.

We can now prove Proposition V.1. We use a similar idea
as Lemma III. 14 of [7].

Proof of Proposition V.1. Let F (t) denote the number of
agents in TASEP that have non-negative x coordinate at time
t. It is known (see, e.g., [24, 40]) that F (t) fulfills:

lim
t→∞

P(F (t)− αt ≤ V t1/3s) = 1− TW2(−s) (1)

where V = 2−4/3p1/3(1 − p)1/6 and TW2(−s) is the
Tracy-Widom distribution. TW2(−s) obeys the asymptotics
TW2(−s) = O(e−c1s

3

) and 1 − TW2(s) = O(e−c2s
3/2

) as
s→∞ for some c1, c2 > 0.

Let tk = (1/α+k−1/3)k. We wish to show thatM≤ tn+1

asymptotically almost surely as n→∞. By Corollary V.7, this
is equivalent to showing that Xn = P(F (tn) < n) tends to
0 as n → ∞ (because the probability that M ≤ t is at least
1−Xn+1). Define the probability

p(n, s) = P(F (tn)− αtn ≤ V t1/3n s) (2)

p(n, s) is clearly monotonic non-decreasing in s. Define
sn = (n − αtn)V

−1t
−1/3
n , yielding Xn = p(n, sn). For any

constant C, define Yn = p(n,C). Since sn tends to −∞ as
n→∞, we must have sn < C for sufficiently large n, hence
Xn ≤ Yn for sufficiently large n. Using Equation (1) and
taking C → −∞ shows that Xn tends to 1 − TW2(∞) = 0
as n→∞, completing the proof.

The proof of Proposition V.2 uses a similar technique to
that of Proposition V.1, so we omit some repetitive details
and focus on the new ideas:

Proof sketch of Proposition V.2. Let d = maxv∈R dist(s, v).
Consider the execution of AsynchFCDFS over some region R
with n vertices. The key idea of the proof is that at any given
time, there can be no more than d active robots in R. This is
because all active agents always trace the path of the active
agent Ai with smallest index i until it settles, and the path of
Ai is always a shortest path from s to some vertex v. This
path can contain at most d vertices, and so there can be at
most d active agents.

Consider a new agent Aj that has emerged from s at time
step t. Since there can be at most d active agents at a time, Aj
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is necessarily settled once d newer agents have emerged from
s. The time it takes d agents to emerge after Aj is dominated
by the time it takes 2d agents to emerge in R(t) (we can show
this formally by the same type of coupling as Lemma V.5). As
we’ve seen in the proof of Proposition V.1, the time it takes
2d agents to emerge in R(t) is dominated by the time it takes
2d agents to attain non-negative coordinates in TASEP, which
we’ve previously shown is asymptotically almost surely less
than 2(1/α + o(1))d for large values of d. We complete the
proof by noting that d necessarily tends to ∞ as n→∞.

We believe Conjecture V.3, which states that Etotal is
within a constant factor of optimal energy use, to be true,
because every robot in AsynchFCDFS travels the same optimal
path it does in FCDFS, and our results in this section hint
that it may move at a linear rate toward this destination
(indeed, Proposition V.2 establishes this for robots that travel
distance maxv∈R dist(s, v)). However, we struggled bounding
Etotal with our current approach. The main challenge is that
Equation (1) is given as a limit, making it difficult to estimate
the energy costs of agents that move short or intermediate
distances. We pose this as a question for future work.

VI. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

To verify our theoretical findings, we ran numerical sim-
ulations on simply-connected environments of different sizes
and obstacle placements. To measure the improvement attained
by FCDFS and AsynchFCDFS, we compared it to Hsiang et
al.’s DFLF and BFLF algorithms [3]. DFLF is described in
Proposition III.4. BFLF (Breadth-First Leader-Follower) is a
different makespan-optimal dispersion algorithm that seeks to
spread out the agents in a more even way by having multiple
leaders, reducing total and maximal individual travel at the
cost of energy. Table II summarizes simulation results in two
different environments. We see that (as anticipated) the travel
for FCDFS and AsynchFCDFS is identical, but makespan and
energy use are larger for smaller p. Additionally, Asynch-
FCDFS’s average performance is below (i.e., better than) the
bounds of Propositions V.1 and V.2, and Conjecture V.3 for
the tested p values.

Next, we were interested in how FCDFS and Asynch-
FCDFS’s performance varies as n (the environment size)
grows. We plotted the performance of these algorithms along-
side DFLF and BFLF on square grids of increasing size: see
Figure 9. We see that, although the synchronous algorithms
DFLF, BFLF and FCDFS are matched in terms of makespan,
FCDFS attains significantly better energy and travel. The
asynchronous variant of FCDFS attains worse makespan, as
expected (since robots are inactive in some timesteps), but
still attains better energy and travel than DFLF and BFLF for
p = 0.5, 0.75. AsynchFCDFS’s maximal individual energy use
and makespan are below the bounds anticipated by Proposi-
tions V.1 and V.2, and total energy use is below the bound
anticipated by Conjecture V.3.

VII. CONCLUSION

This work studied time, travel, and energy use in the
uniform dispersion problem. We presented a formal model for

comparing swarm algorithms in terms of robot capabilities,
and proved that while makespan and travel can be minimized
in all environments by swarm robotic algorithms with low
capability requirements, energy cannot be minimized even by
a centralized algorithm, assuming constant sensing range. In
contrast, we showed that energy can be minimized in sim-
ply connected environments by an algorithm called FCDFS,
executable even by minimal “ant-like” robots with small
constant sensing range and memory, and no communication.
We extended FCDFS to the asynchronous setting, showing
it attains energy consumption within a constant factor of the
optimum.

Our results shed light on the relationships between the
capabilities of robots, their environment, and the quality of
the collective behavior they can achieve. The fact that robots
can minimize the travel or makespan even with very limited
capabilities, but cannot minimize energy even with arbitrarily
strong capabilities, attests to the difficulty of designing energy-
efficient collective behaviors. On the other hand, the fact that
energy can be minimized by ant-like robots in common types
of environments suggests energy efficiency in swarm robotic
systems may be practically attainable, especially in restricted
settings. Broadly, our results point to the importance of co-
design approaches in swarm robotics, carefully tailoring the
capabilities of robots to the specific features of the environ-
ment they are expected to operate in.

The capability-based modeling approach we presented for
uniform dispersion can be applied to other canonical problems
in swarm robotics, such as gathering, formation, or path
planning. Doing so may reveal additional gaps in capability
requirements between robots optimizing different objectives,
as well as new co-design opportunities.
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APPENDIX

A. Ant-like Robots are “Strongly” Decentralized

Informally, Proposition III.9 shows that decentralized algo-
rithms with sufficient memory and communication capabilities
are able to simulate a fully centralized algorithm at the cost of
a multiplicative (∆) time delay, as long as the robots’ commu-
nication network remains connected. In other words, as long
as the network of decentralized robots collectively senses the
same environmental data the target centralized algorithm does,
its decision-making capabilities are just as strong. We claim
that ant-like algorithms (algorithms requiring small, constant
visibility and persistent state memory, and no communication,
to be run on their target class of environments) are “strongly”
decentralized: they cannot make the same type of decisions a
centralized algorithm can, even when collectively they sense
the same environmental data. We prove this by giving an
example of a centralized, visibility preserving algorithm that
ant-like algorithms cannot simulate, even assuming arbitrary
∆-delay.
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TABLE II: Simulation results over the environments shown in Figures 4 and 5. Each measured performance metric written in
the Table is the rounded average of 10 trials.

Experiment Name Ttotal Tmax Etotal Emax M

FCDFS, Fig. 4 Env. (n = 669) 35 103 99 35 772 100 1338

AsynchFCDFS (p = 0.75), Fig. 4 Env. 35 103 99 69 092 137 2565

AsynchFCDFS (p = 0.5), Fig. 4 Env. 35 103 99 118 658 171 4350

BFLF, Fig. 4 Env. 39 649 117 122 787 197 1338

DFLF, Fig. 4 Env. 91 959 260 92 628 261 1338

FCDFS, Fig. 5 Env. (n = 277) 5909 38 6186 39 554

AsynchFCDFS (p = 0.75), Fig. 5 Env. 5909 38 11 783 46 1027

AsynchFCDFS (p = 0.5), Fig. 5 Env. 5909 38 20 001 68 1725

BFLF, Fig. 5 Env. 7313 56 28 358 130 554

DFLF, Fig. 5 Env. 17 214 134 17 491 135 554

Fig. 9: Comparative results of the algorithms across different metrics. For each k ∈ [1, 30], we generated 40 different square
grid environments of size n = k × k with randomly placed source locations. Each data point is the average of 40 simulations
of its respective algorithm, one per grid environment. In each graph, the x axis is n and the y axis is the performance measure
of interest. Note that some algorithms overlap perfectly on metrics such as makespan.

Let Pn be a “straight path” region consisting of the vertices
{pi | 0 ≤ i < n} where pi = (i, 0) and the source, s, is located
at p0. Let ALG(i, n) be an algorithm that acts as follows on
the region Pn (its target environments): at every time step, it
tells every robot to step right (i.e., from pk to pk+1), until A1

arrives at pi, at which point the algorithm permanently halts.
At halting time, this algorithm results in a chain of robots, the
leftmost of which is either at p1 or p0, such that Ai and Ai+1

are two steps apart. For all i, n, ALG(i, n) is easily executable
over Pn by a centralized robotic swarm with visibiltiy V = 2
and S = 0 bits of persistent memory (the centralized algorithm
can know where A1 is at every time step, hence whether A1

is located at pi at a given time step, by simply counting the
number of robots in the environment).

It is clear that ALG(i, n) is 2-visibility preserving. A ∆-
delay version of it can be executed by decentralized robots
with communication and sufficient memory, per Proposi-
tion III.9. However, ant-like robots cannot execute ALG(i, n)
for sufficiently large i and n, even at a delay:

Proposition A.1. For all integers ∆ ∈ [1,∞), no (v, 0, s)-

algorithm exists that simulates ALG(2s + v + 2, 2s + 2v + 2)
over P2s+2v+2 at delay ∆.

Proof. Suppose for contradiction that ALG is a (v, 0, s)-
algorithm simulating ALG(2s + v + 2, 2s + 2v + 4) over
P2s+2v+4 at delay ∆. A1 moves rightward at every time step.
At time steps i ∈ [∆(v + 1),∆(2s + v + 2)], it always sees
the exact same thing: v locations to its left, half of which
contain an agent Ai and half of which are empty, and v empty
locations to its right. Since ALG has 2s distinct memory states,
at two distinct time steps ∆(v+1) ≤ t1 < t2 ≤ ∆(2s+v+2)
it must have had the same memory state. Hence, at time
steps ∆(2s + v + 2) and ∆(2s + v + 2 + (t1 − t2)), A1

has the same memory state and sees the same things. Since
(v, 0, s) robots cannot communicate, this means these time
steps are indistinguishable to A1. Since, when executing ALG,
A1 does not step right at time step ∆(2s + v + 2) (i.e., upon
arriving at p2s+v+2), it must also not do so at time step
∆(2s + v+2+ (t1 − t2)). But ALG(2s + v+2, 2s +2v+2)
necessitates that A1 step right at every time step ∆t for
t < 2s + v + 2 - contradiction.
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Proposition A.1 shows that for any ant-like swarm with
constant capabilities (v, 0, s), there exist n and i such that
ALG(n, i) cannot be executed over a large path graph. This
gives evidence that ant-like robots are “strongly” decentral-
ized: they are fundamentally incapable of making the same
decisions as a centralized algorithm.

B. FCDFS Using 5 Bits of Memory

Algorithm 3 5-bit FCDFS

Let v be the current location of A.
if all neighboring vertices of v are occupied then

Settle.
else if b4b5 = 00 then

Search clockwise, starting from the ”up” direction, for
an unoccupied vertex, and set primary direction to point to
that vertex.

b4b5 ← 10
end if
if A cannot move in primary or secondary directions then

if v has just one unoccupied neighbour then
Settle.

else if (b5 = 1 ∧ b3 + b4 = 1) ∨ diag(v) is unoccupied
then

Settle.
else

Set primary direction to obstacle-less direction not
equal to 180-degree rotation of previous direction stepped
in (i.e. the neighbour of v we haven’t visited yet; this can
be inferred from b1b2 and b3).

b4b5 ← 10
end if

end if
if b4b5 was not updated at this time step then▷ i.e. b5 = 1
or time to update b5

b4b5 ← b31
end if
if A can move in its primary direction then

Step in the primary direction.
b3 ← 0

else if A can step in secondary direction then
Step in the secondary direction.
b3 ← 1

else
Settle.

end if

FCDFS can be implemented using 5 bit of memory -
see Algorithm 3. In this implementation, a robot’s state is
described by bits b1b2b3b4b5. All bits are initially 0. b1b2
describe the primary direction (one of four), and b3 tells us
whether the previous step was taken in the primary direction
(if b3 = 0) or in the secondary direction (if b3 = 1). b4b5 is a
counter that is reset to 10 upon entering a hall or one step after
initialization, and thereafter is equal to ∗1, where ∗ is a bit
that tells us whether we walked in the primary or secondary
direction two steps ago (by copying b3). A robot that detects

an obstacle at its diagonal interprets its position as a fake hall
(i.e. a corner) as long as b5 = 1 and b3 + b4 = 1, that is, as
long as at least one step passed since the last hall, and our
position two steps ago was diagonal to us.
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